TRAP GUARD SHOWER/FLOOR DRAIN STUB
FOR CORED HOLES THROUGH CONCRETE FLOORS

CORED HOLE SHOWER DRAIN P-65

26ga. METAL EXTENSION WITH BUILT-IN WRAPS

PVC PIPE EXTENSION CONNECTS TO P-TRAP BELOW FLOOR

CORED HOLE DRILL SIZES: 3" HOLE FOR 2" PIPE - 4 1/2" FOR 3" PIPE - 6" FOR 4" PIPE

IMPORTANT NOTES:

1. Core hole through the floor to fit the sleeve. (See sizes above)
2. Insert the floor drain into hole and mark around the diameter of the drain top.
3. * Chip concrete down low enough to fit top or pour 1" additional concrete in the room its draining.
4. Use ProSets waterproof caulking under drain top before patching in around the drain.
5. Connect the branch pipe and trap to the floor drain stub to complete the job.

* Other drain type options can be used such as snap-in strainers when there is no strainer loads.